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 Such devices have a key role in numerous areas of electronics, as the energy density of a solid-state capacitor is better than that of any other existing energy-storage technology. In parallel with the device development, the design of such devices has been based on the trade-off of energy density and mechanical flexibility. While flexible solid-state devices have been achieved by using buckled and
complex geometries, the research and development of thin-film materials and devices is currently hindered by the lack of a design paradigm for the spatial arrangement of active materials that can lead to a high-energy-density flexible device without compromising the device mechanical flexibility. Here we demonstrate that a rigid solid-state capacitor with a smooth exterior surface and a core that

includes a highly porous polymeric active material can achieve a remarkable energy density (up to 8 mWh cm-3 at a power density of 1 mW cm-2) while maintaining high flexibility. This device design emerges from an emerging, new research and development paradigm for flexible solid-state supercapacitors.Q: returning more than one value in php function I have a function which return the value by
echoing the value of the function itself. But how do I return the value with a use case of if-else statement? I want to take the value returned in the function if it's true, and if it's false, then I want it to echo the value in if-else statement. here's the function function change_default_meeting_type($settings) { $settings['overview'] = "new_overview"; $settings['possible_match'] = "new_possible_match";

$settings['team_a_chat'] = "new_team_a_chat"; $settings['team_b_chat'] = "new_team_b_chat"; $settings['user_a_chat'] = "new_user_a_chat"; $settings['user_b_chat'] = "new_user_b_chat"; return $settings; } and here's the if-else statement if(change_default_meeting_type($settings 82157476af
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